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Canadian Semantic Web: Technologies and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	The emergence of Web technologies for the distribution of an immense amount of data and knowledge has given rise to the need for supportive frameworks for knowledge management. Semantic Web technologies aim at providing shared semantic spaces for Web contents, such that people, applications and communities can use a common platform to share...
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Visual Basic Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Visual Basic Game Programming for Teens, Third Edition teaches teens and other beginners how to create their own 2D role-playing game (RPG) using the free to download and easy to use Visual Basic 2008 Express. The game is built step-by-step throughout the book as readers learn new skills and build upon them. This new edition features almost...
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Computer Networks (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	This book is now in its fifth edition. Each edition has corresponded to a different phase in the way computer networks were used. When the first edition appeared in 1980, networks were an academic curiosity. When the second edition appeared in 1988, networks were used by universities and large businesses. When the third edition appeared in...
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Mastering SAP NetWeaver PI - AdministrationSAP Press, 2009

	As the core middleware in your system landscape, SAP NetWeaver PI plays an enterprise-critical role. But how can you ensure smooth operation? This book answers your questions. Using a highly detailed scenario as an example, the authors guide you through all administration tasks and provide useful tips for your daily work.

	
...
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Integrated Management SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Examining the challenges of integrated management, this book explores the importance and potential benefits of using an integrated approach as a cross-functional concept of management. It covers not only standardized management systems (e.g. International Organization for Standardization), but also models of self-assessment, as well as...
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Early Days of X-ray Crystallography (International Union of Crystallography)Oxford University Press, 2013

	The year 2012 marked the centenary of one of the most significant discoveries of the early twentieth century, the discovery of X-ray diffraction (March 1912, by Laue, Friedrich and Knipping) and of Bragg's law (November 1912). The discovery of X-ray diffraction confirmed the wave nature of X-rays and the space-lattice hypothesis. It had...
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iPad and iPhone Kung Fu: Tips, Tricks, Hints, and Hacks for iOS 7Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Printed in full color.

	

	A shortcut straight to power-user level with over 300 tips, tricks, hints, and hacks to make your Apple device the one thing you can't live without. Learn the secrets of FaceTime, Maps, Safari, and Mail. Transform your Apple device into a go-to office tool, as well as tighten security to...
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Effective C++ Third Edition 55 Specific Ways to Improve Your Programs and DesignsAddison Wesley, 2005

	The first two editions of Effective C++ were embraced by hundreds of thousands of programmers worldwide. The reason is clear: Scott Meyers' practical approach to C++ describes the rules of thumb used by the experts—the things they almost always do or almost always avoid doing—to produce clear, correct, efficient code.The book...
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Flash Enabled: Flash Design and Development for DevicesNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Flash Enabled guides Flash  designers & developers in creating content and applications for multiple  devices with Flash and other tools. Focusing on the Pocket PC platform, this  book also discusses considerations in developing Flash for set-top box systems,  cell phones, and lays the...
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Flash Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004

	This collection offers expert Flash tips and tricks for optimization, creating interesting effects, ActionScript programming, sound and video effects, and much more--and you don't need to be an expert to use them (although you'll certainly look like one). Ranging from practical hacks to the fun and quirky, the book covers Flash MX,...
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Professional Web APIs with PHP: eBay, Google, Paypal, Amazon, FedEx plus Web FeedsWrox Press, 2006
As the only book that details how to integrate different APIs and web feeds in PHP so websites can leverage content from eBay, Google, PayPal, Amazon, and FedEx, this hands-on guide takes you step by step through each stage of the API process. Experienced PHP programmer Paul Michael Reinheimer walks you through the production and consumption angles...
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MEMS Mechanical SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2004
               With this practical guide to design tools and packaging, professionals and academics can create the sensors they need for a complete range of next generation applications. 

           Here's the book to keep handy when you have to overcome obstacles in design, simulation,...
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